Abstract: Catheter ablation of critical electrical propagation sites is a promising tool for reducing the recurrence of atrial fibrillation (AF). The spatial identification of the arrhythmogenic mechanisms sustaining AF requires the evaluation of electrograms (EGMs) recorded over the atrial surface. This work aims to characterize functional reentries using measures of entropy to track and detect a reentry core. To this end, different AF episodes are simulated using a 2D model of atrial tissue. Modified Courtemanche human action potential and Fenton-Karma models are implemented. Action potential propagation is modeled by a fractional diffusion equation, and virtual unipolar EGM are calculated. Episodes with stable and meandering rotors, figure-of-eight reentry, and disorganized propagation with multiple reentries are generated. Shannon entropy (ShEn), approximate entropy (ApEn), and sample entropy (SampEn) are computed from the virtual EGM, and entropy maps are built. Phase singularity maps are implemented as references. The results show that ApEn and SampEn maps are able to detect and track the reentry core of rotors and figure-of-eight reentry, while the ShEn results are not satisfactory. Moreover, ApEn and SampEn consistently highlight a reentry core by high entropy values for all of the studied cases, while the ability of ShEn to characterize the reentry core depends on the propagation dynamics. Such features make the ApEn and SampEn maps attractive tools for the study of AF reentries that persist for a period of time that is similar to the length of the observation window, and reentries could be interpreted as AF-sustaining mechanisms. Further research is needed to determine and fully understand the relation of these entropy measures with fibrillation mechanisms other than reentries.
Introduction
Among all of the cardiac arrhythmias, atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most recurrent in clinical practice [1] . It is estimated that AF has a worldwide prevalence of 3%, which is anticipated to continuously increase over the next several decades [2] . Patients with AF experience a decreased quality of life, and up to 40% of this population is hospitalized each year [1] . The costs resulting from treatment and complications reach 1% of the healthcare institutions budgets [3] . Thus, AF imposes a substantial socioeconomic burden on the world healthcare systems, and the problem is worsened in developing regions, such as Latin America [1, 3, 4] . AF is a disorder of the cardiac rhythm, characterized
Materials and Methods
In this section, the methodological procedure for generating entropy maps from simulated atrial fibrillation episodes is presented. The mathematical model and formulas for simulating atrial fibrillation episodes and EGM signals are described. The entropy analysis of an EGM is outlined, including details of entropy estimation and the method for generating entropy maps.
Model of Atrial Fibrillation
The ionic kinetics of the cardiomyocyte membrane are implemented using two mathematical models: the Courtemanche human atrial action potential model [53] , which is a detailed biophysical model, and the Fenton-Karma model [54] , which is a simplified model. For the reproduction of AF electrical remodeling in the Courtemanche formalism, the cholinergic effect is included by implementing the acetylcholine-dependent potassium current (I KACh ) as follows [55] : 
where V is the membrane potential and [ACh] is the acetylcholine concentration. Additionally, the Courtemanche model is modified in order to simulate the electrophysiological conditions of paroxysmal (pAF) and chronic AF (cAF). To reproduce the electrical remodeling generated by the paroxysmal AF condition [56, 57] , changes in the ionic conductance of different ionic channels are incorporated: the maximum conductance of the transient potassium current, the ultrarapid outward potassium current, and the L-type calcium current are reduced by 25%, 25%, and 35%, respectively. To reproduce the electrical remodeling of isolated myocytes from patients with cAF [58] [59] [60] [61] , the ionic conductance of different ionic channels is adjusted: the maximum conductance of the ultrarapid outward potassium current and the L-type calcium current are reduced by 35%, the maximum conductance of the ultrarapid outward potassium current is reduced by 50%, and the maximum conductance of the inward rectifier potassium current is increased by 100%. Additionally, to simulate the early and late stages of cAF, 5 nM and 500 nM of acetylcholine are applied, respectively. The Fenton-Karma model is parameterized according to Set 1 from [54] .
Model of Action Potential Propagation
In a previous work [62] , the action potential propagation over a structurally heterogeneous 2D domain is proposed to be modeled by the following fractional diffusion equation:
where V is the transmembrane potential, J ion represents the membrane currents described by the ionic kinetics, K is the diffusion coefficient, C m is the cellular membrane capacitance, and α x , α y ∈ [1. 1, 2] are the orders of horizontal and vertical partial fractional derivatives, respectively. For α x = α y = 2, the standard diffusion equation is recovered. The value of K is defined for obtaining a conduction velocity of 67 cm/s [63] for the standard diffusion case. A two-dimensional (2D) model of human atrial tissue is designed as a 4 × 4 cm 2 surface, which is discretized into a 128 × 128 mesh. The spatial resolution is 312.5 µm. The cellular electrophysiological models are integrated into the 2D virtual tissue. Discretization and the numerical solution of Equation (2) is accomplished using a semi-spectral approach previously reported [64] , using a time step of 0.01 ms.
The following conditions are simulated:
• pAF: Courtemanche pAF conditions without acetylcholine, α x = α y = 2.
• cAF1: Courtemanche cAF conditions with 5 nM acetylcholine, α x = α y = 2.
• cAF2: Courtemanche cAF conditions with 500 nM acetylcholine, α x = α y = 2.
• cAF3: Courtemanche cAF conditions with 500 nM acetylcholine, α x = 2 and α y = 0.85α x .
• cAF4: Fenton-Karma cAF conditions, α x = 1.5 and α y = 0.85α x .
• cAF5: Fenton-Karma cAF conditions, α x = 1.4 and α y = 0.85α x .
Stimulation Protocols
Reentry propagation patterns are generated by applying the S1-S2 cross-field stimulation protocol. S1 is a plane stimulus applied to the left border of the tissue by stimulating a region of 128 × 1 nodes, and this induces a plane wave that propagates over the entire tissue from the left side of the domain to its right boundary. Once this wave has passed over the first half of the domain, a second stimulus (S2) is applied in two configurations: (i) the S2 stimulus is applied to the first quarter of the domain by stimulating a region of 64 × 64 nodes, as shown in Figure 1a; (ii) the S2 stimulus consists of two stimuli applied to the middle portion of the tissue by stimulating two regions of 50 × 1 nodes, as shown in Figure 1b . Protocol (i) generates a single rotor, and protocol (ii) generates a figure-of-eight reentry pattern. Each stimulus consists of a rectangular pulse with a duration of 2 ms and a current of 4200 pA. : S2 occurs after S1 and consists of two stimuli applied to the middle portion of the domain. For both protocols, S1 is a plane stimulus applied to the left boundary, and it generates a plane wave traveling from left to right.
Virtual Electrograms
Unipolar EGMs at the atrial surface are simulated as the extracellular potential (Φ e ) given by the following equation:
where σ i and σ e are the intracellular and the extracellular conductivity, respectively; r is the distance from the source point to the virtual electrode position; and dv is the volume differential. The virtual electrodes are located 1 mm above the domain, and the EGMs are computed every millisecond for all nodes of the atrial domain.
Entropy Maps
In order to quantify the morphological irregularity of the EGM signals, an entropy-based approach is applied. The ShEn, ApEn, and SampEn measures are estimated by following the considerations incorporated in previous studies involving intracardiac EGMs [31, 52] . Given an N-point EGM signal x i , it can be described by a probability distribution P. If the distribution P is defined according to a voltage histogram built from x i with a fixed bin amplitude b, ShEn is calculated as follows:
where M is the number of histogram amplitude bins, and p k is the probability that a signal sample belongs to the kth amplitude bin. Let the signal x i be considered as an N-dimensional point, and the parameter m : m < N is defined in such a way that m-dimensional points x i,m can be established from consecutive points of x i . Let B i be the number of points x j,m that are arbitrarily close to x i,m , and let A i be the number of points x j,m+1 that are arbitrarily close to x i,m+1 . The arbitrarily close criteria are defined using the parameter r. Thus, ApEn is determined as follows [65] :
where the ratio A i /B i estimates the conditional probability that a point x j,m+1 is close to x i,m+1
given that x j,m is close to x i,m . Cases where i = j (self-matches) are included in order to avoid the indeterminate form.
On the other hand, SampEn is determined as follows [66] :
where the ratio A/B estimates the conditional probability that an (m + 1)-dimensional point is close, according r, to another (m + 1)-point, given that this occurs for the m-dimensional case. For numerical estimations of the presented entropy measures, their parameters must be defined. According to previous studies, for ShEn, b = 0.01 [52] ; for ApEn and SampEn, m = 3 and r = 0.38SD, where SD is the standard deviation of signal x i [31] . All measures are calculated for N = 1000 according to [31] . The entropy measures are calculated for all EGMs recorded within a fibrillation episode simulation. Each signal of 1000 samples in length is represented by a single entropy value. Thus, an entropy map over the atrial domain can be generated.
Phase Map and Phase Singularity
Functional reentry dynamics can be well characterized by tracking the tip of the reentry. A functional reentry circulates around an excitable but unexcited core. The tip is the point around which the reentry circulates during a single spin. After several spins, the tip can change its position, defining a trajectory that is referred to as the reentry core. The instantaneous phase is calculated from the simulated unipolar atrial EGM in order to obtain the phase singularity (PS) that corresponds to the rotor tip. For this purpose, the Hilbert transform is applied, and a reconstructed sinusoidal signal with a period associated with the EGM cycle length is defined [67] . The PS is the point around which the phase changes by 2π (a complete cycle between −π and π) [68] . The PS trajectory is used as a reference to assess the ability of the entropy maps to characterize the reentry dynamics.
Results
The AF episodes are simulated by combining the physiological conditions and the stimulation protocols described in the previous section. All simulations had a duration of 4000 ms. Three distinct fibrillatory scenarios are studied: single rotor, figure-of-eight reentry, and multiple reentries. Entropy maps are built for each fibrillation episode and compared with the PS trajectory.
Single Rotor
Three fibrillation episodes were generated, and the rotor stability presents different behavior in each episode. These propagation patterns are achieved by applying stimulation protocol (i) under pAF, cAF1, and cAF2 conditions. Each simulation lasted 4000 ms. Figure 2 shows the propagation patterns generated for the three AF conditions. The results corresponding to the last 1000 ms are presented. The first column shows the PS trajectory. On the basis of the core size depicted by the PS trajectory, three types of rotors are defined: meandering, mid-meandering, and stable. The pAF condition generates the larger core, named meandering (Figure 3a) . The cAF1 condition generates a smaller core, named mid-meandering (Figure 3b ). The cAF2 condition generates the smallest core, which depicts a stable reentry (Figure 3c ). The third, fourth, and fifth columns depict the ShEn, ApEn and SampEn maps, respectively. It can be seen that the ShEn map is least able to describe the rotor tip. The ApEn and SampEn maps present similar outcomes for highlighting the rotor tip through the highest entropy values. However, both measures present different mapping features at the periphery of the rotor core. 
Figure-of-Eight Reentry
Two fibrillation episodes are generated by applying stimulation protocol (ii) with cAF2 and cAF3 conditions. Figure 4a ,b depict the achieved propagation patterns for cAF2 and cAF3, respectively. Both simulations present a figure-of-eight reentry (two rotors rotating in opposite directions) with different dynamics. For cAF2, the rotors rotate around two stable pivot points, while for CAF3, the pivot points are migratory, depicting pivot lines. 
Multiple Reentries
Two fibrillation episodes are generated by applying the stimulation protocol (i) with cAF4 and cAF5 conditions. Figure 6a ,b present four consecutive frames from the resultant propagation patterns. At the beginning of the episode, in both cases, a single rotor is generated that breaks as the simulation progresses, leading to disorganized propagation with multiple small reentries. Unlike the previous studied conditions, cAF4 and cAF5 do not generate persistent reentries. Complex propagation patterns and multiple small reentries coexist during the entire simulation. The corresponding PS maps, shown in the first column in Figures 7 (cAF4) and 8 (cAF5) , depict several PS trajectories related to small transient reentries and other fibrillatory patterns. In order to discriminate the reentries within the PS maps, they are visually identified in the action potential propagation map and then marked with red circles in the PS map. For this purpose, a reentry is defined as a propagation wave that rotates for more than three spins during a 1000 ms window of observation. The entropy analysis was implemented by applying a moving window of 1000 samples without overlapping, obtaining four entropy maps describing the dynamics of the whole episode. These results are shown in Figure 7 (cAF4) and Figure 8 (cAF5) , where each row, from top to bottom, depicts 1000 ms consecutive intervals. In the entropy maps, detections matching the reentries defined in the PS maps are marked with black circles.
The PS maps reveal that, under the cAF4 condition (first column of Figure 7 ), nine reentries are detected. The entropy maps have different representations of the reentry dynamics: while the ShEn maps highlight the rotors by low ShEn values, the ApEn and SampEn maps highlight the rotors by high entropy values. Despite observing high ApEn and SampEn values and low ShEn values in some areas of the entropy maps that agree with the reentries marked in the PS maps, there are other regions with those characteristics that represent false detections. The poor performance of the entropy maps could be related to the ephemeral lifespan of reentries, since their duration is shorter than the 1000 ms observation window. The PS maps for cAF5 conditions (the first column of Figure 8 ) reveal several PS trajectories, but there are fewer compared with those for cAF4. During 4 s of simulation, nine reentries are observed. A figure-of-eight reentry is located at the left superior corner of the domain, and it endures for three consecutive observation windows (Figure 8a-c) . This mechanism is detected by the all of the entropy maps by low ShEn values and high ApEn and SampEn values. During the last observation window, Figure 8d , three rotors and a figure-of-eight reentry are observed, and the entropy maps are able to detect them. Particular behaviors are observed: in the second observation window, Figure 8b , one rotor is missed by all entropy maps. In the third observation window, Figure 8c , there is a drifting rotor that is detected only by the ApEn map. In this fibrillation condition, the entropy maps show better reentry detection performance compared with the results depicted in Figure 7 . The high ApEn and SampEn areas and low ShEn areas agree with the majority of reentries marked in the PS maps. Such a positive performance could be related to the fact that the reentries are sustained for a time close to or greater than the 1000 ms observation window.
Discussion
In this work, reentry dynamics in simulated AF episodes are studied using ShEn, ApEn, and SampEn maps. These entropy metrics are implemented to quantify the unipolar EGM irregularity generated by reentry propagation patterns in three distinct fibrillation scenarios. In this manner, a relation between EGM fractionation phenomena and arrhythmogenic mechanisms, such as functional reentries, can be established. The principal findings are summarized as follows:
•
ApEn and SampEn present similar behaviors in the characterization of reentry dynamics, with ShEn differing from these results. The ApEn and SampEn maps consistently highlight the reentry core region by high entropy values in all of the studied cases, while the ShEn maps mark the reentries by high or low entropy values, depending on the fibrillation dynamics.
• When no other fibrillation mechanism is present within the designed domain, the ApEn and SampEn maps better match the reentry core region by high entropy values, while ShEn is less specific since it highlights a broader area.
When multiple reentries coexist with other fibrillatory patterns, reentry identification can be challenging for all three cases. Under such conditions, it is hypothesized that the reentries need to endure for a time that is comparable to the observation window so that the entropy maps can detect them.
The rotor hypothesis postulates that atrial fibrillatory activity is sustained by rapid and successive wavefronts that emanate from one or several relatively stable rotors [40] . Hence, rotor ablation could lead to AF termination. Therefore, the identification and characterization of functional reentries can be a valuable tool for AF treatment. In this work, such task was achieved by applying entropy measures to quantify EGM irregularity and generate entropy electroanatomical maps. The results suggest that the entropy maps can detect a functional reentry if the mechanism is sustained over a period of time that is close to, or longer than the duration of the observation window. Otherwise, false detections arise. Therefore, entropy maps seem to fulfill the rotor hypothesis criteria: a functional reentry requires time stability in order to sustain an AF. A previous in-silico study assessed ApEn maps as an ablation guiding tool [38] . The study found that the application of an ablation line that crosses the high-ApEn zone (corresponding to a rotor tip trajectory) terminates the AF episode. Although that study considered only a quasi-stable rotor (as in the episode shown in Figure 2) , the results encourage the pursuit of investigations for determining whether these high-entropy sites can yield successful ablation in distinct AF propagation scenarios.
The solutions for rotor mapping during AF have reached the clinical context. The focal impulse and rotor modulation (FIRM) approach is a mapping procedure for guiding AF ablation [50] . The procedure has been applied to patients with reportedly high success rates of rotor ablation resulting in the termination of an AF [51] . Although it is known that this approach is based on phase maps, there is no detailed information about the signal processing methods implemented in the FIRM algorithm [69] . Nevertheless, a recent study conducted by Benharash et al. reports that the EGMs targeted as a rotor core by the FIRM approach are not quantitatively different from the EGMs in other atrial zones after a ShEn analysis [70] . From the results obtained in the present in-silico work, there are two scenarios that could be related to the mentioned FIRM outcome: first, the EGMs corresponding to the core of the reentries have a distinguishing characteristic that can be quantified using ApEn and SampEn but not with ShEn (Figures 3 and 5) . This occurs when a single reentry (either a rotor or a figure-of-eight reentry) is within the designed atrial domain. This scenario agrees with the findings of Benharash et al. [70] and could imply that the FIRM detections are related to rotors and that the ShEn measure is not suitable for describing rotor dynamics. Second, when multiple reentries and fibrillatory propagations are found simultaneously during an AF simulation, the three assessed entropy measures are able to discriminate the reentries (Figure 7 ), but they also miss the detection of other reentries and present false detections (Figure 8 ). Such poor performance from the use of entropy measures agrees with Benharash et al.'s observation of rotor cores having EGM signals that do not differ quantitatively from their surroundings. This would imply that the FIRM detections are not related to arrhythmogenic mechanisms. Furthermore, the ephemeral reentries shown in Figure 7 could not be substrates sustaining the AF due their short lifespan, while the reentries observed in the Figure 8 may be more relevant to the AF dynamics because they present some degree of temporal stability. The understanding of such dynamics could be pursued by implementing the recently proposed causality analysis of AF that enables the determination of the dominant conduction regions in AF maintenance [46] [47] [48] . A detailed study is needed that aims to identify functional reentries, to determine which reentries are relevant to sustaining the AF, and to describe their quantitative behavior.
Phase map analysis is a tool that is broadly used to characterize fibrillatory dynamics in controlled conditions, such computational simulations. However, its implementation in clinical procedures would require high spatial resolution [71] and noiseless EGM signals with clear activation waveforms [72] . Such conditions are difficult to accomplish due to the limitations of the current electrophysiological technology. Additionally, EGMs present a complex morphology in fibrillatory conditions. Even though the EGM can be preprocessed to reduce noise and artifacts, the computation time would extend the clinical procedure, hindering the reproducibility of the results [70, 73] . Therefore, the motivation to develop new tools for EGM and fibrillation analysis arises. In the case of the entropy analysis, these measures are more robust to noisy signals and can be applied to quantitatively assess the complexity of the EGM instead of looking for smooth and clear atrial activations, which are hard to record in fibrillatory conditions due to the disorganized propagation underlying the arrhythmia.
Under the simulation conditions implemented in this work, the ShEn maps mark the reentries through high or low entropy values, depending on the fibrillation dynamics. Specifically, for the single-rotor case, high ShEn values are observed in the reentry core regions and at the periphery, resulting in a broad high-ShEn area (the first column in Figure 3 ). The same behavior occurs for the figure-of-eight reentries (the first column in Figure 5 ), where broad high-ShEn areas containing the reentry cores are observed. Hence, the ShEn maps perform poorly for accurately detecting the reentry cores by means of high entropy values. Signal irregularity using ShEn is estimated on the basis of the shape of the distribution of its amplitude values. Although EGM morphologies at the reentry core differ from those at the periphery, the obtained results suggest that the corresponding EGM amplitude distributions remain similar, preventing the discrimination between the reentry core and its periphery. For the fibrillatory episodes with multiple and other complex propagation patterns (the first column in Figures 7 and 8) , low ShEn values are found at the reentry cores sites. This reversed behavior indicates that the propagation patterns are distinct from functional reentries but coexist with them, and they generate EGMs whose amplitude distribution is broader than the EGMs from the reentry cores. There are studies reporting that the reentry core is related to high ShEn values [36, 39, 52, 74] and also to low ShEn values [75, 76] . Moreover, the outlined dual ShEn behavior during reentry detection has been recently described in a study in which high-ShEn areas determined the reentry positions when two rotors coexisted, while low-ShEn areas determined the reentry positions when three rotors coexisted [33] . An open question thus remains as to whether this feature of the ShEn measure has a clinical meaning or indicates the insufficient ability to describe AF dynamics. In this regard, the ApEn and SampEn maps present consistent results in the three studied scenarios: the reentry cores are described by high entropy values. They measure morphological irregularity using the previous knowledge of the amplitude values. These properties allow ApEn and SampEn to better quantify the differences between EGM at the reentry core and EGM at the periphery by high entropy values. This is an attractive feature for possible translation into clinical practice. Further studies are needed to determine and fully understand the relation between these entropy measures and fibrillation dynamics. 
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